Strong signals from mobile phones can disturb and interfere with television signals making the channel impossible to receive the signal. In this paper, we measured the interference between wireless microphones and mobile phones that work in the same frequency Bandwidth from 750MHz to 850MHz. The measurements were performed on Košutnjak site from Radio Television Serbia (RTS) distribution main center. In this paper, we have two main contributions. First, we described the influence of existing Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology on wireless microphones which is used in Television stations. Second, it is described how this influence can be reduced using LTE filters searching for optimal filter response.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile phones like other wireless devices radiate strong electromagnetic fi elds that might cause interference and noise in microphone signals. Eff orts to correct interference problems are oft en complicated by the fact that a problem that has been solved usually returns later.
In a technique for improvement of the usage of wireless spectrum in the context of wireless local area networks (WLANs) by using new channel assignment methods among interfering Access Points (APs) was described. Th ey tried to re-use the channel in the realistic interference scenarios in WLAN environments. Two effi cient algorithms were proposed that achieved signifi cantly better performance than the state-of-the-art methods. Th e obtained result was 45.5% and 56% reduction in interference for sparse and dense topologies respectively with 3 non-overlapping channels. Additionally, they showed that this approach eff ectively used partially overlapping channels in order to achieve an additional 42% reduction on average for moderately sized networks.
A straightforward extension to this work was to handle co-existing 802.11b/g APs in the same area of coverage. However, interference affected 802.11g APs more than 802.11b standard. In [1] , the fi rst location oblivious distributed unit disk graph coloring algorithm was proposed.
Th is was an improvement over the standard sequential coloring algorithm since they presented a new lower bound of 10/3 for the worst-case performance ratio of the sequential coloring algorithm with the greatest bound of 5/2. However, simulation results showed that this algorithm didn't provide a signifi cant improvement over the previous algorithm which sequentially colored the nodes in an arbitrary order.
In this work, in Section I, we introduce SKM 300-865 G3 wireless microphone that we used in RTS. Section II describes LTE cellular technology that we consider for the purpose of our measurements [2] . In Section III, we analyze the consequences and the problems of interference of LTE systems and wireless microphones working in the same frequency band from 750MHz to 850MHz. In Section III we presented the measurement results and the results of measurements are concluded giving the issue of implementation and the solution of potential problem.
SKM 300-865 G3 WIRELESS MICROPHONE
SKM 300-865 G3 presents a super-cardioid handheld microphone/transmitter with condenser microphone capsule and excellent sound quality. Microphone SMK has enhanced frequency bank system up to 24 compatible frequencies and 42 MHz bandwidth. Th ere are 1680 tunable UHF frequencies for interference-free reception, but part of frequency range is between 680MHz to 830MHz. In order to get all the functionalities that we needed, this wireless microphone was used together with microphone receiver EM3732 and microphone transmitter SK 3036. Th e EM 3732 is characterized by high transmission reliability, exceptional audio quality and simple operation, switching bandwidth of up to 184 MHz, more than double that of its predecessors. Th e integrated Ethernet connection means that the receivers can be linked into any network. Th e AES3/EBU digital audio interface facilitates a direct connection to digital mixing consoles. Sennheiser's "Wireless Systems Manager" (WSM) soft ware allows monitoring and control all receiver operating statuses remotely. In addition, this versatile soft ware enables the channel allocation reset at any time and stores it as a "Scene". Th e EM 3732 is available in 3 diff erent frequency variants, such as: L: 470 -638 MHz, N: 614 -798 MHz, and P: 776 -960 MHz.
Th e SK 3063 is a miniature, tunable bodypack transmitter that provides 30 mW output power, and 16 selectable frequencies in a 24 MHz micro range that operates within the UHF band of 450-960 MHz. Th e micro range can easily be retuned over a large portion (macro range) of the UHF band to ensure continuous operation regardless of DTV frequency allocations. Th e HiDyn plus noise reduction system, optimizing attack and decay time, exhibits a signal-to-noise ratio of 108 dB(A). Frequency stability is ensured by the use of Phase Lock Loop (PLL) technology. Tunability, ruggedness, and reliability, along with Sennheiser's unsurpassed audio quality. A microphone's directionality or polar pattern indicates how sensitive it is to sounds arriving at diff erent angles about its central axis. Th e polar patterns represent the locus of points that produce the same signal level output in the microphone if a given sound pressure level (SPL) is generated from that point. How the physical body of the microphone is oriented relative to the diagrams, depends on the microphone design. For large-membrane microphones such as in the Octave, the upward direction in the polar diagram is usually perpendicular to the microphone body, commonly known as "side fi re" or "side address". For small size diaphragm microphones such as the Shure, it usually extends from the axis of the microphone commonly known as "end fi re" or "top/end address". Super-cardioid microphone design combines several principles in creating the desired polar pattern as it is described in [3] .
On the fi gure 1 super-cardioid wireless microphone is presented. 
LTE TECHNOLOGY

LTE Technology
LTE represents a standard for high-speed wireless communication for mobile devices and data terminals, based on the GSM/EDGE (Global System for Mobile Communications/ Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution) and UMTS/HSPA (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System/ High Speed Packet Access) technology. Th e main objectives for LTE are: increased downlink and uplink peak data rates, scalable bandwidth, improved spectral effi ciency, all IP network and A standard's based interface that can support a multitude of user types [4] . Serbian base stations are based on Huawei technology. Huawei's 3900 series multi-mode base stations off er a future oriented network solution integrating radio resources and multiple technologies. Th e design of the 3900 series multi-mode base stations is based on originality that encompasses the latest chip design, system architecture, Power Amplifi er (PA) technology, and power consumption management. HUA-WEI BTS 3900 is modular cabinet that consist of: RF (Radio Frequency) units (GSM modules, UMTS modules and LTE modules), BBU3900 -unit for digital signal processing, associated cables, DC power distribution unit, fans and ventilation system. Th e main point is BBU3900, that can serve to any Radio Access Technologies RATs among GSM, UMTS, and LTE at the same time, thus enabling triple-mode application. Triple-mode is performed by control subsystem using diff erent circuit boards modules [5] .
In this work, we use LTE technology, that is able to utilize both Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time Division Duplex (TDD) to accommodate the uplink and downlink. It is essential that any cellular communications system must be able to transmit in both directions simultaneously. Additionally, when exchanging data, it is necessary to be able to undertake virtually simultaneous or completely simultaneous communications in both directions [6] .
It is necessary to be able to specify the diff erent direction of transmission, so that it is possible to easily identify in which direction the transmission is made. Th ere is a variety of diff erences between the two links ranging from the amount of data carried to the transmission format, and the channels implemented. In order to be able to achieve the transmission in both directions, a user equipment or base station must have a duplex scheme.
Th e frame and subframe structure used within LTE provides the data synchronization and organization required to enable it to be transferred in a logical and ordered fashion. Th ere are several forms of data that need to be sent over the LTE radio interface. LTE uses a series of data channels to provide eff ective management of the data: physical, logical and transport channels are used.
Th ose LTE channels provide diff erent interfaces into the higher layers of the protocol stack and in this way they are able to provide effi cient management of the data. Th e physical, logical and transport channels all link to diff erent areas of the stack. By organizing them in this way, the LTE system is able to route the data to the required area. Th is control channel number so it can be defi ned easily and its limits known. Th e LTE radio channels are also allocated numbers -these can be calculated from a simple defi ned formula. By having defi ned radio channels, they can be coordinated globally to facilitate roaming [7] . Th ere is a large number of allocations or radio spectrum that has been reserved for FDD, frequency division duplex, and LTE use. Th e FDD LTE frequency bands are paired to allow simultaneous transmission on two frequencies. Part of FDD LTE Bands and Frequencies are presented In Table 1 . Th e bands also have a suffi cient separation to enable the transmitted signals not to unduly impair the receiver performance. If the signals are too close, then the receiver may be "blocked" and the sensitivity impaired. Th e separation must be suffi cient to enable the roll-off of the antenna fi ltering to give suffi cient attenuation of the transmitted signal within the receive band. Th ere are several unpaired frequency allocations that are being prepared for LTE TDD use. Th e TDD LTE bands are unpaired because the uplink and downlink share the same frequency, being time multiplexed. In Table 2 . TDD LTE Bands and Frequencies are presented. Th ere are regular additions to the LTE frequency bands / LTE spectrum allocations as a result of negotiations at the ITU regulatory meetings. Th ese LTE allocations are resulting in part from the digital dividend, and also from the pressure caused by the ever growing need for mobile communications. Many of the new LTE spectrum allocations are relatively small, oft en 10 -20MHz in bandwidth, and this is a cause for concern. With LTE-Advanced needing bandwidths of 100 MHz, channel aggregation over a wide set of frequencies many be needed. LTE supports diff erent channel bandwidths and as a result a diff erent number of resource blocks can be supported. For all the channel bandwidths except 1.4 MHz, the resource blocks in the transmission bandwidth fi ll up 90% of the channel bandwidth.
LTE FILTER AND IMPLEMENTATION
When recording TV programs in RTS studios, wireless microphone signals and sound interruptions were approximate duration from 1s to 5s over an undetermined time interval. In the Figure 2 . the transmission and the refl ection parameters are presented. Figure 2 . S-parameters S-parameters are complex numbers that show Refl ection/Tranmission characteristics (Amplitude/Phase) in frequency domain. Our LTE fi lter is two-port device with four S-parameters () . Th e numbering convention for S-parameters is that the fi rst number following the "S" is the port where the signal emerges, and the second number is the port where the signal is applied [8] .
With amplitude and phase information (shown in Figure 3 ), we can quantify the refl ection and transmission characteristics of the devices. Some of the common measured terms are scalar (when the phase part is ignored or not measured), while others are vector (when both magnitude and phase are measured). Return loss is a scalar measurement of refl ection, while impedance results from a vector refl ection measurement. On the other hand, the group delays are purely phase-related measurements [9] .
All parameters such as Refl ections (Return loss), Impedance, Admittance, and Voltage Vawe Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR). are shown in Figure 3 . In fi gure 4 it is shown that LTE signal, in our case the inte rference signal is up to 40dB when wireless microphone up to 790MHz is used. As it is shown in fi gure 5, LTE interference signal is very strong and completely masks our wireless microphone signal. As a result, the useful signal on the output from the receiver is missing that resultins in silence.
Figure 5. LTE fi lter implementation in site Kosutnjak
As it is shown on the Figure 5 , we eliminate the LTE unused signal, but in bandwidths from 400MHz to 820MHz S12 parameter is too high, up to 20 db. Th at means that our wireless microphone signal will be attenuated up to 20 dB. Th us, we create the adapted fi lter (SLTE30) to the needs of a recording studio with a very small attenuation of the parameter S12 that is not to degrading the useful signal as it is shown on Figure 6 . where S21 parameter is up to 3db. Figure 6 . Insertion loss vs. frequency for SLTE30 fi lter Th erefore, microphone wireless signal in microphone receiver without LTE signal and attenuation microphone signal is very low and acceptable.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the measured LTE interference between wireless microphone signal and the LTE 4G signal from mobile operator is presented. It is shown that interference wireless signal and LTE signal when recording a TV live show brings only silence. Th ere is no music, and no votes. In cooperation with mobile operators, we determine the source of LTE signal. Additionally, we analyze the bandwidth (750-850MHz where our wireless microphone work and interference LTE signal occurs. Finally, we solve this problem and eliminate interference of LTE signal. In a fi rst phase, we use the commercial LTE fi lters and we eliminate the interference. However, using the commercial LTE fi lters we also damage the useful wireless microphone signal. Th us, aft er the analysis of used fi lters, various adjustments, experiments modifi cations and we created a new LTE fi lter that eliminates the interference of LTE signal and transmits signal without any distortion.
